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Dale R . Eggen

Changes in TELL speak for themselves . Further improvements
are the keynote and our Editor, Henry Ratz, is working hard at

this . Please help him. Please take those few extra minutes,
complete the questionnaire in last month's TELL, and return it.
The first step is determining what the membership would like to
see in TELL .

SOCIETY INVOLVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

If I had to pick a theme for the next couple of years, it
would be Get Involved . Being our hobby, most of us have limited
time to devote and this is recognized . But at the same time, each
undertaking some small effort goes a long ways . Participation, to
my way of thinking, is what the Society is all about . It is a lot
of fun and educational . Degree of knowledge or specialization is
no barrier to anyone and all is a learning experience . If your
membership in our Society is for all that a society type of organ-
ization has to offer in the pursuit of our hobby, Get Involved,
you will enjoy it . In fact, that is what your officers are here
to do, to help you get involved . In this respect, please contact
me, or anyone of my other fellow officers.

In this vein, a number of opportunities presently exist and
I am listing a few of these . If you are interested in responsib-
ility for and/or participation in any of these activities, please
contact me . If you have other ideas or areas of interest regarding
participating, please bring them to my attention and we shall see
what can be done. Some participation opportunities are:

Translation Committee--More translators and a Chairman are
needed

Swiss Philatelic Literature Research Group--Chairman . and News-
letter Editor needed

Expertising Group--Someone to establish (a number of different
approaches)

Youth Programs Chairman--Someone to establish
Formal Incorporation of Society--Someone to accomplish
Writers and Columnists for TELL
Establishing Local Chapters
Establishing Study/Research Groups
Participation in our present chapters and study groups

Nothing is magic about this list . Other ideas, interests,
and suggestions? Please let me know. About the only limitation
is having someone willing to assume a leadership position for a
particular area.

Remember, the Society is nere only for your participation,
take advantage, Get Involved .
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tributors to type feature length articles

6" wide, single spaced (double spaced if

you submit for checking and editing) . Shor-
ter articles that might lend themselves for

the TIDBIT column should be typed 3" wide,

again single spaced.

Cancellation puzzle: A member

wants to know if any TELL reader
could supply some info about

this cancel, which reads : PARIS

PL(ACE) DE LA BOURSE, B e/2B NOV
B1 . Real, fake, fluke, or just

one for the curio shop? Stamp is Z38, Sc.53.

Forgeries : No matter how tempting it can be,

be advised to keep your hands off certain

pieces or sets, unless you can negotiate a

fallback position that will allow you time
to have an expert look at it, return and re-

cover the purchase price in case of forgery.

Mark one set for very close scrutiny : 1935-
1937 Fed . Administration issue with perfora-

ted cross, ZDII 1-27 (no listing in Scott),

is super-prone to forgeries.

In this issue you'll find three new features:

-The translation of the bible in Standing
Helvetia (at 3 pages per issue we will all be

still reading about SH when our beards will

be 3 feet long and white), - Read elswhere,
a synopsis of articles in other philatelic

publications, and - FredLesser, a familiar
name, is back, - Next issue we will discuss

CTO again, a few clarifications are in order.

Talk
to
me!

January TELL : Came off fairly

well with a couple of slip-ups,
mainly in the halftone pictures.

Dave, I have seen it before;
there is an old Swiss joke about

God riding a bicycle . ., but the

next time I'll do it myself.

Survey : The response so far has

been quite good . A first glance
indicates that we will have food

for thought for some time to

come, but since time is a bit
short in getting this issue to

bed and since my desk looks al-

most like this scene, I'll give
you a full report in theMarch
issue . Additional correspondence
will be acknowledged in due time,

as will be those whose generosity

made them include a check . A big
THANK YOU to all who sent in the

survey and a WHAT ARE YOU WAITING

FOR? for the undecided.

Advertisers : Our treasurer is

currently trying to collect for

ads past and present, inserted
but never billed. In case he

misses anyone please let us know,

we do need the money . Personally,
since I have not seen any inser-

tion orders, I am a bit nervous
trying to figure out who's in and

who's out . At your convenience,

please drop me a line to recon-
firm your intentions . I would not

like to run ads you thought you

had cancelled.

Closing deadlines : Both for ads

as well as for editorial matter
is the 20th preceding the month

of issue, i .e . March 20 for the
April issue. Longer articles with

photos will have to come in ahead

of this date, otherwise they will
appear a month later.

Articles submitted : The retyping
of some of the articles is "kill-

ing" me . Can I asked future con-
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I - INSTALLMENT 1

(German Title)
Handbuch über die Stehende Helvetia, Forschungsergebnisse,
1882 - 1982

(French Title)
Manuel . des Helvetia Debout, études et recherches, 1882 - 1982

(English Translation of Title)
The Handbook on the Standing Helvetia, Studies and Research

1882-1982

Authored by : P . Guinand, G. Valko, J . Doorenbos, M. Hertsch

Published by : Zumstein + Cie ., Bern, Switzerland ; 1982.

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS CONCERNING THIS TRANSLATION

Your Society is pleased to be able to present a translation
of text of the recently issued Standing Helvetia work . This trans-
lation is being accomplished by the Translation Committee of this
Society's Swiss Philatelic Literature Research Group (SPLRG).

This translation is being prepared with the written
permission of both the authors (P . Guinand, G . Valko, J . Doorenbos,
and M. Hertsch) and the publisher (Zumstein + Cie .) . All rights
to this translation are retained by Zumstein and Co . as editors
of the work and by the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS).
No reuse or copying, in whole or in part, of this translation in
any manner or form shall be accomplished without the explicit
written permission of the AHPS . All inquiries concerning this
translation should be addressed to Dale Eggen, Chairman - Trans-
lation Committee, P . O. Box 135, Moorestown, NJ 08057-0135.

The translation effort has been broken into two parts . The
first part consists of the Foreword and Sections 1 through 9.
These sections consist of the historical background, technical
overview, and definition aspects of the issue . The second part
consists of the final two sections of the book, 10 and 11, dealing
with the details of identification and cataloging of each issue
and each stamp including plating, plate flaws, and retouch
information.

At this point in time, a commitment to present only Part I
in TELL has been made . This is because of the general interest
level of the material . A decision concerning the time and means
of availability of Part II has not yet been made,

The first time the work of a particular translator appears,
a short "bio" of that translator will be given . All translation
efforts have been accomplished on a strictly voluntary basis by
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a very talented and unselfish group of individuals . No gratuities,
complimentary copies of the work, special favors, or special con-
siderations of any nature is involved with anyone involved with
this effort . Two of the translators are not even collectors . If
anyone has any criticism with any aspect of the translation to be
presented, please remember that it is an all volunteer effort for
the sole purpose of your enjoyment of the hobby . The quality of
content of TELL is limited only by the degree of work participa-
tion by you, the members . Very few take either the time or effort
as was done by these translators . It is very much hoped you will
enjoy the results of the translators' efforts which has been con-
siderable . Attempts will be made to present the translation in-
stallments serially from the work . However, this may not always
be :possible because of other commitments of a particular trans-
lator .

Start of Translation

FOREWARD -- Translated by C . Albert Altwegg -- (Page 5 of Book)

BIO: Al Altwegg (more formally, C . Albert Altwegg, Jr .)
was born in Wisconsin in 1915 . His Swiss-born father's
business took the family to Europe, when Albi (who was
long celled that, the Swiss nickname for Albert) was 10
years old . He lived in North Germany for a year and a
half ; in Basel, Switzerland with his father's family for
two and a half years ; and finally in Paris, France for
three years, after welch he returned to the States to
finish his education . He spent his entire working
career as a newspaperman, the last 20 years as the
business editor of The Dallas (Texas) Morning News . He
retired two years ago but says he still has not found
the time to put his Swiss stamp collection in order.

For one hundred years now, she has adorned our stamps -- the
"Standing Helvetia" . Many philatelists have devoted to her their
free time, their thoughts and their attention . For a century, the
secrets of her creation, her printing, her varieties, etc ., have
been uncovered piece by piece, bit by bit . Many discoveries have
been made in just the latest time, many varieties and attractive
retouchings, even new perforations have just shortly been
discovered.

It was only recently that printing plates and printing trials have
come to be known in the archives of the PTT, and the study thereof
has led to new conclusions as well as a deeper knowledge of this
edition of stamps .

	

Startling is only the fact that these things
have remained unknown for so long . Thanks to the research into
the foundations -- printing plates and sheets -- our generation
has had the privilege to search into really unknown areas of
philately and to make discoveries . This is the first publication
to be based u pon these new discoveries and to evaluate them
systematically.

This book, which is being published upon the occasion of the
centenary of the first issuance of this beloved stamp, is based
upon the latest knowledge of the research efforts, but it does
not claim in any sense to be the last word. It is to be expected
that here, too, the traditional "additions and corrections" will
appear . We hope that the "additions" will far outweigh the
"corrections".
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A work of the comprehensive nature of this one can only be created
by the joint work of a team. The time required for the research
work is so large that it is beyond the ability of one person, but
nevertheless this work was done in the relatively short time of
only three years.

The completion of this work would not have been possible without
the support of the directorate-general of the PTT -- in particular
of Messrs . J. Gnagi and W. Liechti, who opened up to us the
archives . We also owe thanks to the firms of Kottelat & Co . and
Zumstein & Co ., both of Bern, which generously put at our disposal
their stocks of stamps for study and evaluation . Heartfelt thanks,
also, to (listed alphabetically) H . Baumberger, Aarau ; W. Benzing,
Julich/BRD ; K . Ehrensperger, Winterthur ; E . Fankhauser, Bern ; F.
Ganz, Chicago/USA; G. Guignard, Yverdon ; R. Gunther, Luzern ; Mrs.
Ch. Hassel (deceased), Basel ; Dr . A . Holliger, Uzwil ; H . Hunziker,
Basel ; W . Kellerhals, La Chaux-de-Fonds ; J. Marti, Derendingen;
E . Muller, Basel ; R . Seidel, Basel ; A. Scherler, St-Sulpice ; J.
P. Schneider, Montreux ; R . Schoni, Zofingen (pictures) ; R.
Vuagniaux, Preverenges ; W . Wegst, Bern; and F. Winderstein,
Aarwangen.

This work with its tables of plate-faults, retouches, and nuances
of color is now being placed in the hands of philatelists . The
tables and particularly the illustrations of the most important,
but also of many smaller peculiarities of the issue -- the
authors hope -- could be a good aid for the building of a special -
ized collection of the "Standing Helvetia".

Collectors can also, in part, be assured if they follow the new
method of presentation found herein . The 24th edition of the
specialized Zumstein catalog, which will be published in about
four years, will adopt the chosen form of the tables found herein.
The Zumstein Specialized Catalog is, as always, the foundation for
all collectors who wish to press more deeply into the interesting
collection-area of Swiss stamps.

In conclusion, if you will permit us, dear reader, we would ask
that you let us hear your additions and suggestions for the
eventual completion of the work . The assistance of all philatel-
ists will always be welcome.

March, 1982

	

P. Guinand, G . Valko, J . Doorenbos, M. Hertsch

(Page 6 of the Book is blank .)

END of PART I -- Installment 1

Thanks to Swiss correspondents we also received a bit more
information on Regiophil XVI, in Chur, September 8-11,1983.
The most interesting innovation consists in special prizes
for the three most attractive looking dealers' tables : The
voting will be done by the visitors to the show . The lovely
signet for that exhibition (silver awareness from which are
permitted to enter the next Swiss "national" in Zürich, in
1984) shows an old view of Chur's "Stedtli," or old town .
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SWISS PRIMER
V : MORE OTHER STAMP ISSUES by FELIX GANZ

TELL PORTRAIT STAMPS : The lower middle denominations . of the
five-part issue serving as Switzerland's regular postage
stamps from about 1910 to 1940 . Modeled after a full-
length statue by Richard Kissling which stands in Altdorf
(Uri) and was unveiled in 1895 . Tell ' s head (which has a-
dorned this publication at various times) and the small
segment of the crossbow slung across his shoulder have be-
come one of the most typical and well-known Swiss stamp
designs . -- The stamp design itself was executed by Jean
Sprenger . Validity of all Tell head issued ended 12-31-
1942.
The following denominations exist : 10 red, type I, with a
round zero of "10" and the middle bars of H and Es of HEL-
VETIA exactly centered ; 10 red (the common one), with an
oval zero of "10" and center bars of H and Es moved up;
10 green ; 10 bluegreen ; 10 violet (on granite and on

grilled gum paper); 12;13 on 12; 13; 10 on 13; 15 violet (in
a wide variety of shades from light red violet to black as
well as dark/dull violet ; 15 red brown (on regular and al-
so grilled gum paper) ; 20 on 15 violet (existing with a
black as well as a dark blue overprint) ; 20 red lilac ; 20
orange red; 20 red carmine (on granite and grilled gum pap .);

25 orange red; 25 red carmine; 25 brown (on granite and al-
so grilled gum paper) ; and 30 blue (on granite and
grilled gum paper.
All stamps of this design are printed on ayellow brownish
paper stock -- supposedly chosen to make the design stand
out more prominently.
This design was repeated on quite a few Swiss postal cards,
wrappers, and printed-to-private-order postal stationery.
Printed by letter press-process, this issue contains myr-
iads of little printing varieties, such as stunted or en-
larged letters, color splotches, broken frame lines, etc.
Most items are better in mint or unused condition; but not
all : On cover certain denominations (12 cts . ; 10 cts .T .I)
are incredibly elusive and command huge premiums if used
as single franks „paying the correct postage.
Many of the values exist in tête-bêches, interspaces, as
booklet panes, and in above conditions se-tenant with de-
nominations from the Tell Boy issue . -- Coils also exist;
but since anyone CAN manufacture cut edges or glue
selvage onto a mint copy to make it look like a paste-up,

collectors are warned from paying fancy sums for unexpert-
ized items of this last kind.

PUBLICITY ISSUES : At present semi-annually issued series
of stamps, not unlike commemoratives, celebrating certain
Swiss jubilees, special international events, and the like.
First of these is considered the 1938 set honoring the
BIT and League of Nations in Geneva, followed in 1939 by
the first propaganda series for the Zürich National Exhi-
bition (9 values in three languages) . -- In regular sets
publicity stamps exist since 1954 ; twice a year since 1967.
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WHEN IS A 'FIRST DAY' (E .T .= Ersttag) A REAL FIRST DAY ?

by Fred R . Lesser

Ordinarily, this question should not arise . The date of a
stamp's first issuance becomes its First Day . But what happens
when a stamp's purpose is to commemorate a specific event and
the event's date is later than the stamp's first availability?

There are 2 instances in the history of Swiss semipostals
where this happened . The first occurred in 1945 when the Swiss
Postal Administration introduced two stamps and a miniature
sheet to assist in the raising of funds for the War Disabled.
The second occurred in 1948 when the propaganda set of 4 stampa
for the Olympic Games Fund was issued.

As most collectors of Swiss stamps know, anybody can sub-
scribe to the Swiss Postal Administration's official bulletin
which announces forthcoming new stamp issues . With the
public also able to contract on a subscription basis First Day
covers and multiples of stamps with First Day cancellations,
and considering the fact that the Swiss Postal Administration's
stamp sales offices (Wertzeichenverkaufsstellen) have been
rendering this service to stamp collectors and the 'trade' for
many years, most of the Swiss First Day postage material orig-
inated in this way . First Day mailings by the public have
become less frequent, generally speaking.

In their bulletin # 6 dated February 7, 1945, the Swiss
Postal Administration or PTT announced the forthcoming
issuance of 2 semipostals (10 + 10 c and 20 + 60 c) and a mini-
ature sheet with one imperforate stamp with a face value of
3 Fr . + 7 Fr . for the raising of funds for the War Disabled.
The date of issuance was February 20, 1945 although the com-
memorative day for this fund raising was set for March 3 . Va-
lidity of these semipostals was until March 31, 1945.

Subscribers to the First Day program and people who
ordered them from the PTT received these semipostal stamps duly
cancelled February 20, 1945 except for the miniature sheet
which, unless specifically asked for, was given the special
cancel (Sonderstempel) March 3, 1945, the official day for
the fund raising . The February 20, 1945 or First Day cancels
were either BERN 1, 'Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle' or 'Swiss
Postal Museum' strikes.

Records seem to show that many of these February 20, 1945
cancellations also originated with the stamp sales offices
in Geneva.

On the eve of March 3, 1945 Geneva, Lausanne, Bern, Basel
and Lugano applied the special cancel with the wording in
German, French and Italian :

TAG JOURNEE GIORNATA
DER DU DEL

SCHWEIZER DON SUISSE DONO SVIZZERO
SPENDE 3

	

III

	

45 3

	

III

	

45
3 .III .45 GENEVE LUGANO
ZURICH 1945 1945
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On the 3rd of March itself, mobile post offices were also
authorized to apply the special cancel with the additional
'Schweizer Automobil Postbureau', 'Bureau de poste automobile
Suisse' and 'Ufficio postale del correio automobile' . The
mobile post office cancellations and the Italian Lugano strike
are rarer as compared with others . The Swiss philatelists
regard these March 3, 1945 cancellations equal to the regular
First Day February 20th strikes . However, it is interesting
to note that ZUMSTEIN and other catalogue publishers make no
reference to any of these semipostals bearing the March 3, 45
cancellations. (Ersttag-Katalog by Philatelie + Postgeschichte,
Bergdietikon, does list two prices, but omits to list sepa-
rate dates .- Ed .)

A very much similar situation developed over the 1948
Olympic Games semipostals . Announced for issuance on January
15, 1948 they could be obtained by subscription or special
order from the stamp sales offices with the January 15, 1948
date . The Vth Olympic Winter Games, however, did not open
in St . Moritz until January 30th and closed on February 8th.
The PTT released for this occasion a special cancel with
St . Moritz at the top, the 5 olympic rings and the wording
'V. Olympische Winterspiele' . The first day this special can-
cel came into use was the official opening day of the games,
i .e . January 30, 1948 and covers bearing these semipostals
and cancelled on January 30, 1948 by means of the above spe-
cial strike can also be considered as First Day of Issue
material . Again, Zumstein and other stamp catalogue
publishers ignore this dual First Day phenomenon.

AHPS National Convention - Boston 1983

Having served the Society from 1969 through 1982 as
president, regional director, award chairman and co-
founder and participant of the "New England Chapter"
(started in 1970 and still going strong), I decided
the time had come to retire from "public office".
However, to crown my career in the AHPS, I offered,

JAN

	

with the help of the N .E . Chapter, to give the AHPS

DON K E R

	

National Convention in 1963 a go . The show will be in

WANTS

	

conjunction with the Boston Show 1983, on October 21

YOU

	

through 73 of this year . As far as participating in
the exhibits is concerned, I look this time, besides
the regular Swiss exhibits, for a strong showing of

Liechtenstein and youth exhibits . All AHPS members, having
participated in previous National Conventions of the AHPS are urgently re-
quested to give me in a short note their ideas, tips and instructions re-
quired for such a show . All information will be helpful and, be assured,
highly appreciated . Since Harlan Stone "wandered away" with the traveling
trophy, who will come up with a new one? Also, please let me know what
your preliminary plans are as far as exhibiting is concerned, the amount of
pages, subjects, etc ., so I can inform the Boston Show officers what we
more or less are looking for in frames . I have been informed that there
will be sufficient frames available . Please address all mail concerning the
AHPS convention to : Jan Donker, 16 St . Mary Road, Burlington MA 01803.
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Censored Mail from Switzerland

	

(part 2)
World War II period 1939 - 1947

E .0 .Walton

SWISS CENSORSHIP

Although censorship in Switzerland is a subject by itself; a
few points need mentioning, since they relate to the
treatment of foreign mail, and fall into the period 1940-1942.

censorship in Switzerland began on June 25, 1940 and was
limited to internee mail and to certain non-diplomatic con-
sulate and embassy pouch mail . Correspondence from persons
confined to internment camps was usually handled in the same
manner as military mail, but had to be submitted unsealed to
the camp post of f ice, from where it was directed to the cen-
sor in Bern . Only after examination there would it be closed
and sealed with a censor tape (Fig .8) . The censor also put
his number on the cover front with a violet hand stamp . As
with military re g istered mail it was also necessary to apply
an orange 'Leitzettel' to internee registered mail, giving
instruction to which civilian postal exchange depot the item
was to be directed . For internee mail that was 'Feldpost -
Bern' . There the lightly affixed Leitzettel was removed, and
upon examination and sealing the item was turned over to the
Postal Administration (PTT) for onward transmission.
Illustrating this process is a registered cover from Losone
(TI), 28 .I .42, to Kirkland Lake, Ontario (Fig .9) . Losone
near Bellinzona was the location of an internment camp . The
cover front shows the Swiss censor number 336, and remains of
the orange Leitzettel, with the Swiss censor tape on the back
(Fig .10) . Arriving in Canada on April 18 . 1942 it passed
through Canadian censorship, after which it was sealed with
transparent paper tape by examiner 0 .46.

UNITED STATES CENSORSHIP

Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on Dec . 7 .1941
the U .S .A . declared war against Germany and Italy on Dec . 11.
This meant imposition of U .S . censorship on correspondence
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from Switzerland. -although the process was applied gra dually.
Most of the 19-2 Swiss correspondence to the U .S.supplying
the basis of this account, carries no indication of U .S.
censorship . The only exceptions are a cover datedZürich

to New York which was opened in Bermuda but carries
a hand stamp nottion by the U .S . censor in purple, as follows:

SUPPOSED TO CONTAIN NATTER
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF

EXECUTIVE ORDER 8389 AS AMENDED.

and a magazine wrapper cancelled Hallau (SH) 6 .VI .42, to
Riverton (Wyo .) which received a circular purple hand stamp
with the inscription 'U .S . CENSORSHIP EXAMINED By 3 090 '(the
number is handwritten in green ink).
Subsequent covers that were opened by the U .S . censor bear
clear plastic adhesive tape, imprinted 'EXAMINED BY' and the
censor number which is 9847 on a cover from Zürich, 11 .1I.43.

OTHER CENSORSHIP

'Foreign mail to the Balkans, Asia Minor, Middle East and to
Asian destinations was routed through Vienna where it was
given German censoring before onward transmission . The Vienna
censor station designation was the letter ' g ' and appears on
the Wehrmacht closer label . Typical of this treatment is a
cover dated Zürich, 18 .VIII .42, to Teheran (Fig .11) . The
Vienna censor ap plied his number 5930 and document registra-
tion 263365/5 in green with a hand stamp along with penciled
initials . On a-rival in Iran t-e cover was again examined by
the ANGLO-SOVIET-PERSIAN CENSORSHIP . The Iranian censor tape
reads 'Censored by the Authorities' in Arabic and is tied to
the cover by the joint censorship stamp, in English on the
front and Russian Cyrillic ca pitals reading 'SOWJETSKO -
ANGLO-IRANSKAJA ZENS TJRA' on the back, each containing their
respective censor number.

TOTAL EUROPEAN OCCUPATION, NOVEMBER 1942 - JANUARY 1943

Several events, especially the successful Allied campaigns in
North Africa . combined to convince the Germans to extend
their occupation of France, throughout. the country to the
south coast . On November 11, 1942 they crossed the demarka-
tion line and occupied all border zones. This resulted in the
immediate and total suspension of all postal communications
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from Switzerland through France . The PTT announced the suspen-
sion of postal service to the U .K ., Ireland, Spain,Portugal
and countries overseas via the south of France, by C .p .a .l.
of 14 November 1942°' With some false starts in between, mail
from Switzerland to points 'West be g an moving regularly again
on January 21, 19L 3 . According to C .p .a .l . of February 1,1943
the collection center for both surface and air mail was to
be Geneva! From there, surface mail was taken by train to
Lisbon via Faris, while airmail went to Zurich . to be flown
daily to Perlin by SWISSAIR via Stuttgart.
Illustrating these unsettled conditions is a cover canceled
at Dübendorf, 1 .XII .42 (on Pro Juventute F .D .C .) to the
U .S .A . (Fig.12). It reached its collection center, only to
be stamped with :

Zurück - Retour
Postverkehr eingestellt
Service postal sus pendu

Returned, it received the Dübendorf backstamp 28 .XII .42 , and
was remailed in Zürich 11 February 194 3 . By this time surface
mail was being carried by Swiss merchant ships from Genoa to
Lisbon once or twice per week . after being taken to Genoa
from Switzerland by bus . This is theprobable explanation
for the absence of any German censorship, although on arrival
the U .S . censor did open the cover for examination . Another

cover canceled Lausanne, 30.XI.42, sent to L-s Angeles was
stamped :

Retour - Zurück
Service posta l suspendu
Postverkehr eingestellt

but held up by the Swiss authorities . This notice was crossed
out on forwarding, but no date given . Forwarded to Berlin
after postal service was resumed on January 21, 1943 it was
examined by the German censor on January 31, before being
sent on to the U .S .A . via Lisbon . Examined in Bermuda . it did
not receive U .S . censorship . About the same time, a letter
addressed to Glasgow was sent from Bern, 25 .I .4 3 and on
reaching Berlin, it was censored on January 31, as well . This
coincidence of dates would suggest that the first batch of
mail, to be sent after resum ption of service, arrived in
Berlin in time to be censored on January 31, 19L3 .
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ALLIED OFFENSIVE, FEBRUARY 1943 - DECEMBER 1944

After resumption of post-1 service on January 21, 1943, traffic

stabilized quickly . The major difference was that by now all
corres pondence from Switzerland became subject to German cen-
sorshi p . Each censor station seemed to have its own system
for processing mail, though using fairly uni form types of

closer and hand stamp devices . However, since Berlin was the
censor station for all mail from Switzerland to the U .K . and

the Americas, it is necessary to describe the system employed
which remained in effect with only small changes until the
end of the war.
On arrival in Berlin, covers were sorted and each item was
given a register number, using the following colours for
writing the numbers : Green ---- Registered mail

Red	 Mail to Neutrals
Blue	 Ordinary mail

At first these numbers were handwritten but later a metal
handstamp was used . Certain number groupings seem to be re-
lated to destination.
After registration, an item then went to the first examiner
who opened it and who was probably responsible for a pencil
number on the lower left, e .g . 7271/21/5 . The first digit 7
indicated Berlin and is constant . The next three digits are
likely the examiner's number, or the number of items that
day . The figure 21 indicates the day of the month, while the
number 5, the number of sheets in the envelope, (a letter F
after this number means a photograph is enclosed).
After the first examination, the item was passed to a second
examiner who wrote an identification number in pencil at the

' top, e .g . 413/5, again indicating the number of contents as
a double check . At some stage along the examination the en-
velope would be treated with a chemical wash to reveal in-
visible ink . This consisted of painting a stripe of the
colourles s fluid about 1cm wide, diagonally across the
cover, not touching any stamps, but including as much vacant
space as possible . The chemicals used left only light stains
depending somewhat on the type of paper . Following examina-
tion, the closing strip was applied usually on the left side.
Figure 13 illustrates a typical cover with the various fea-
tures described above . Fig . 13a shows a machine applied
closer tape.
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Later along during this period, the number of examiners was
reduced to one, and the S .3 . took over censorship from the
Wehrmacht.
Airmail to most foreign destinations, originating in Switzer-
land, was flown to Berlin by Swis s air planes which flew every
weekday, calling on Stuttgart en route': From Berlin the mail
was flown by Lufthansa every Monday, .Wednesday, and Friday to
Barcelona via Stuttgart, arriving the same evening . On the
following day the aircraft would continue via Madrid to
Lisbon, from where the mail was flown to the U .K . by B .O .A .C.
and by Pan Am to the U .S .A.
An example of this routing is a cover sent from Zürich 2 -
Fraumünster, 12.II.43, to ?Egypt. It was censored in Berlin
on the 15th and arrived in Lisbon on the 21st of February.
which works out to a Berlin stopover of about four days.
Arrival in Alexandria is shown as May 1 3 , 1943, suggesting
that onward passage from Lisbon may have been by ship to a
point in West Africa and from there overland to Egypt, simi-
lar to an earlier cover which reached Egypt via Leopoldville
(French Congo) . An altern a tive route followed during that
period was by air to the U .S . and then back over the Atlantic
to West Africa . The cover had been opened by both the German
censor in Berlin and the Egyptian censor.
Mail from Switzerland to foreign destinations in theWest
only franked for surface transit, was carried by train from

Geneva to Paris where it received censorship by the German
authorities . Typical of this treatment is a cover which left
Basel 2 on 23.IX.43 for Toronto (Canada) . On arrival in Paris
it alas opened by the censor and various numbers of uncertain
meaning were written on the cover, viz . 1165/24/3 and below,
574/1 4141/1/103. The cover was then sealed with the O .K .W.

gummed tape, with the Paris censor station letter x (Fig.14
Fig.15). On arrival the cover was opened by theCanadian

censor DB/14 . Covers going through Faris do not appear to
have received chemical examination.

Notes

	

7 . G . Schild 'Die Post der Internierten in der
Schweiz 1940 - 1946 Pub . Schweizerischen
Ganzsachen-Sammler-Verein

8. LMCD XI(2/76p13) H .N .L.
9. LMCD XI(2/76p14) H .N .L.

10. LMCD XI (2/'76p1 1 ) H.N .L .

End of Part II
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6
erwin's mailbox

Airmail

	

F1 AND F2 LAST DAY OF VALIDITY

F3 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

As to the exact day when the 30 C.

and 50 C . "Propeller" stamps beca-
me invalid officially there cannot

be any doubt	
Never did the PTT allow a stamp to

become invalid on the same day a

new one was issued :
	 means Fred:

----------------------------------

Dear Fred:

The last day of the Propellers' is

March 1, 1923.

The PTT announced early in 1923 the

new issue of six airmail stamps on

the 1st of March, and declared the
demonetization of the provisionals

at the same time . As there was one

date only in this announcement you
will have to accept this date . The

demonetization of these Propellers
was a mere formality, because sale

was stopped already in 1921 :

. .has it ever occurred to you that

even Zumstein declines to list any

FDC's (and their prices) for these

six airmail cum definitives:

suspicious Fred again:

----------------------------------

Naturally I'm in the know and will

go to great length to explain this

failure . The reason for the issue

of these new airmails was the fact

of reopening of the postal airline
"Geneva - Zürich -Nuremberg" planed

for the 1st of March . The reestab-

lishment of this one and only Swiss
airline was delayed and the first

flight started not before March 15.

THE QUINTESSENCE : NO NORMAL POSTAL

USE AT THE FIRST DAY WAS POSSIBLE:

You have to take into consideration
that in 1923 airmail stamps validity

was restricted to cover the extra
fee for air transportation.

I did not check the possibility of
first day flights on foreign lines.

i .e . Strassburg - Prague.

**********************************

Do you own covers franked with the
Provisional Airmails (F1 or F2) and

mailed after March 1, 1923 ?

I would appreciate receiving a Xe-

rox copy of such items . Thank you:

AUF DER MAUR AARBERGERGASSE 19 CH 3011 BERN SWITZERLAND
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The following is a rebuttal to Erwin's statements made on
the opposite page, furnished by Fred Lesser . The debate — in a
nutshell — is about the last day of validity of the provisional
airmails (propeller overprints), Z F1-2, Scott C1—2 . Fred says
2/28/23 and Erwin says 3/1/23.

. On February 26, 1923, the PTT announced in their Amtsblatt
No . 17 the issuance of 6 new airmail stamps for March 1, 1923 . An
exact translation of a relevant part in this official announcement
reads:

'The previously used Swiss airmail stamps (red airforce insignia),
postage values 30 and 50 Rp . are no longer valid from this moment
on (von diesem Zeitpunkt an nicht mehr gültig).

The wording may be considered slightly ambiguous but there can be
but little doubt that it meant that the 2 propeller overprint
stamps ceased to be valid as of March 1, 1923 . If there had been
an announcement to the effect that trains would not be running
from March 1st on, every traveler would have interpreted this as
meaning that there would be no trains that date and thereafter.
Coming back to our stamps' invalidity (or non-validity), the
warding did not mean that they would become invalid after March 1.
A proper English wording would have been 'as of' but the word by
word translation reads 'from this moment on' and the 'moment'
(Zeitpunkt) was March 1, 1923 . Apart from the fact that the PTT
always maintained a policy of confirming the validity expiry
date prior to the issuance of a new stamp, the PTT acknowledged
in writing to this correspondent 2+ years ago that both these
airmail stamps could still be used on February 28, 1923 for any
available air mailings but that they were no longer valid on
March 1, 1923 i .e . the following day . Therefore, any of these
stamps cancelled on March 1, 1923 or thereafter was either due
to laxity on the part of post office personnel or deliberate at-
tempts to misconstrue the PTT's directives .

	

Fred R . Lesser

I also have a
rebuttal to
the one above.
Since it does
not contrib-
ute materially
to the matter
— other than
contesting as
to who is
making the
best cheese in
the world -
I'll spare you
the fun . How-
ever, one item
we don't want
to miss : Erwin
came up with
an actual FDC,
flown on a
foreign route .
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:id you see? The Swiss PTT

has recently effected a
major facelift: it has a

new logo! After having

sponsored for many years some of
the finest graphic designs, both

for stamps as well as for FDC ca-

chets, its own logo re-

tained a kind of pre-war
old-fashioned look. The

new one is to my taste .

It has just been learned that the Swiss

Postal Stationery Society has decided
to cease the publication of its irreg-

ularly issued bulletin Der Ganzsachen-

sammler . Instead, as of spring 83, the
Swiss and German postal stationery

societies will publish a common

bulletin. Members of both societies will
receive the new publication as part of

their membership dues .

	

FG

JURA HOTHEADS AD INFINITUM

The following article appeared in RIVISTA DI LUGANO back in August of

this year, and has been translated for us by Nichae Blume, the better

half of Michael Blume . The three of us have been trying to get our
hands on one-of these covers, but without luck so far . I have the

suspicion that Monsieur le Maire of Vellerat has trouble reading my
French . Should anyone have seen it, we would like to show a picture of
it for the curio shop album . Maybe it was a hot item and they are out
of it, or maybe Bern bought the whole lot for future appreciation.

The village of Vellerat, situated in the Jura
region, has proclaimed itself a "free municipal
entity, without a canton", detaching itself on its
own initiative from the Canton Bern, and thus from
the Confederation . The citizens of that municipality
(no one knows exactly how many they are because they
have not yet returned the census forms) have been
waiting for eight years for Bern (Canton and Mother
Helvetia) to make a decision on their fate : they
want to be part of Jura and not Bern . While they
wait they proclaimed themselves "free" and no longer
Swiss .

The first thing they did was to establish a
customs facility, and supply it with printed cards
for entry in the "free territory" of Vellerat (charging
10 Francs), and, to the joy of philatelists, circulated
envelopes with a Jura stamp (Translator's note:
presumably Zumstein #621) cancelled "first day of a
free Vellerat".

If the problem of the status of Vellerat did not
encompass the larger serious issue of the political
relationship between the Jura and Bern, one could just
smile and go on to the next order of business . ..

I don't know the end of this episode ; maybe someday one of our native
Swiss members can fill us in . However, life in Vellerat has not been dull:

After several ups and downs a poll was finally organized . One bright

Sunday morning (Swiss still shoot and vote on Sundays), after six out
of 4G eligible voters had cast their ballot, a car drove up, 3 armed men

stormed the voting booth and took off with the ballot box . ..
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POSTMARK CATCH-UP III, continued from page 25 in January issue
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BELGICA 82, the first
World Exhibition of
postal history, post-
al stationery, and
aerophilately was
honored with a set
of 6 semipostals by
Belgium. They all
show couriers, but
specifically the 7 .5C

+2.50Fr . depicts a (mail) messenger of
Basel (my guess 15th century) . If you
like that kind of thematic you may or-
der directly from Regie desPostes.
Service des Collectionneurs, Div .1 .3 .0 .2
1000 Brussels, Belgium . A souvenir sheet
is also included, showing a mail coac h .

Two of the standard postmark handbooks
of Switzerland, created and updated by
Pen (who died last summer) will contin-
ue to be updated and later reissued.
Zumstein + Cie . has agreed to keep
alive Pen's work in regard to the "Spe-
cial and Mobile Offices Postmarks of
Switzerland" and the "Emergency Cancels
of Switzerland " , the latter apparently
with the help of Dr . Berger of Gren-
chen, an early writer and researcher in
this field. - We suggest that persons
interested in acquiring the complete
volumes address themselves to Zumstein
in Bern, but that subscribers who re-
ceive annual supplements wait until the
new publishers issue an invitation or
offer to order the 1982 supplements.

The December 1982 HELVETIA NEWS LETTER
(UK) carried the information that its
long-time president, Laurence Moore,
had to r e linquish his post due to ad-

vancing age and failing eyesight . His
successor will be Mrs . Alma Greenberg
Lee . Cordial thank-yous and congrat-
ulations are in order to two outstand-
ing philatelists at the head of our
sister society in Great Britain.

Lately we reported on the gradual
demise of one small, private RPO after
another . What a surprise then to re-

ceive as 'late as Dec . B2 a newly intro-
duced RPO marking for the narrowest
gauge railway in Switzerland, LIESTAL-
WALDENBURG-LIESTAL, near Basel . For
those of you who keep up their RPO
article installments, the marking be-
longs to type H, and it should be in-
serted in the list on p .74, TELL, vol.
III, No. 4.

The forthcoming 2 Fr . cf the Zodiac
series has attracted the limelight:
Apparently the graphic designers were
g iven a flopped picture of the scene.
And ex things happen in printing, no-
body saw it until the printrun was
done . - In any event, a reader sent in
the following suggestion for a design,
with the remark that they could have
saved themselves the other trouble.
It ' s titled "Nocturnal Escapades " and
shows a better integration of Mt .Virgin
into the landscape than the PTT chose.

Below a short quiz from a very small
booklet published by APS, written by
Bill Olcheski and titled "100 Trivia
quizzes for Stamp Collectors".

1. A souvenir sheet was issued in 1974 for the centenary
of the Universal Postal Union . What did it show?

2. What Swiss military unit is honored on a 1965 stamp,
3. Two 1843 stamps are shown on a 1968 issue . From

what cities do they come?
4. What type of transportation is shown on a four-stamp

issue of 1947?
5. What is the central design feature of the National De-

fense semi-postals of 1936?
6. A 1980 semi-postal series shows trade and craft signs

What business does the "40 + 20" value stamp show ,
7. What weed appears on a 1960 semi-postal?
8. The "Ville de Lucerne" appears on a 1975 stamp . What

is it?
9. A souvenir sheet of four stamps was issued September

29, 1934 . What did it honor?
10. Alexandre Yersin appears on a 1971 stamp . What was

his occupation?
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By Felix Ganz

READ
ELSE

WHERE
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PRINT ORDERS from SWISS PTT BULLETIN
extracted by FELIX GANZ
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Among the many services available, the society can provide you with five exiting

educational color slide programs . They were put together by AHPS members, are G-

rated, and come with a recorded tape coded to describe each 35mm slide . A reading

text is also enclosed for some more detailed study. The shows range from 15 min-

utes to one hour . - You are invited to borrow one or more of these programs and

show off at your local stamp club or in a school class, by writing to the man in

charge : Howard A . Bauman, AHPS Audio/Visual Chm ., 511 Summit Drive . West Bend WI

43095 . Due to a steady demand for these shows, please allow at least one month's

advance timing to avoid disappointment . There is no better excitement in life

than a packed hall and no pictures! Hereafter a brief description of the 5 shows:
1

"Switzerland : A Panorama of its Postal History and Stamps" is a
79 slide survey covering many aspects of Swiss collecting, from
an example of the earliest postmark on a 1699 letter from
Geneva to a 1975 commemorative stamp featuring Beat Fischer, the
founder of the famous Fischer Post of 1675.

"Pro Juventute Stamps 1950-1957" . . .the years that Insects were
the subjects, . .75 slides and text discuss literature, sheet
margin markings, varieties, collection sheets, folders, booklets
and first day covers . A great example of opportunities for
specialized study . . .either as an Insect Topical or of the
Pro Juventute Foundation . . .the charity system that raises
millions of Francs annually from the surcharges on these
traditional Christmas time stamps.

"On Collecting Used Stamps, as demonstrated by pages of Swiss
and United States Stamps ." This is a short program of 26 color
slides showing how Swiss collect their countrys stamps . .with
some suggestions on how to improve your collection.

0
"Sitting Helvetias, Imperforate . .The Strubel Issues of 1854-62 ."
Includes beautiful photographic reproductions of the unique
characteristics of these early Swiss Stamps, their history,
proofs, letter usage . Examples are from several prize winning
exhibits at Chicagopex 1982 and other specialized collections.

"The St . Gotthard Railway of Switzerland, 1882-1982" is a 70
slide program based on the Felix Ganz exhibit at Chicagopex 1982,
where it won the American Topical Association medal for the best
thematic display . It contains stamps associated with the railways
route, tunnel construction, stations, trains, publicity and
first day postmarks, postal stationery including freight arrival
notice cards, pre-railroad mail carried by foot messengers and
coaches over the St . Gotthard Pass . A notable item is the 1932
souvenir booklet commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the
tunnels completion .



The wealth of material - re European

auction scene - supplied by our roving

reporter from the Emerald Island JOHN
F . BARRETT is simply overpowering.

Unfortunately, the format of this jour-
nal will allow us to cover but a

fraction of it . I'll try hereafter to ex-
cerpt as much as the space will allow,

but want to suggest at the same time

that those who are interested in
following European market trends for spe-

cific items contact me and I shall

forward to John, so he can keep an eye
on it. Here it comes:

Auction Synopsis by John F . Barrett

Firm : Hans Grobe . Germany : . . . stamps

with defects hardly sold at all . ..
British colonials/Commonwealth poor

sellers . . . France/colonies sold fairly

well . . . of 139 Swiss lots offered, 60%
only sold . . . the Swiss section shows

little interest in the 'classics', due

to their less-than-first-class condi-
tion. A Basel 'dove', on gum with a

slight crease (and other beautymarks),
could be bought for DM4200 +15% (Mich.

cat . value DM25,000 . . . it also appears

that 'gumania' has at last ended in

Germany, as many items like miniature
sheets sold for 40-60% of catalog for

postfrisch (mint NH) . . . I suspect that
more collectors are now aware that

hinge marks are very easily 'blended'

with the remainder of the gum, with
undetectable results (even to experts (7).

Specifics : (realization in DM, not incl.

the 15% buyers fee):

Rayon III, cts, type 8, 4 nice margins,

heavy cancel - 1150
Strubel, 1st print, 40 Rp.,u, 4 marg .,
pristine - 1700

NASA block, FD cancel, VF - 1100

35 Fed . Adm . perf. cross (Z II 1-18), u.

420

Pax set, NH - 1150 ; same VF used - 1150

Firm:Rölli-Schär AG, Switzerland (in Fr)

Liechtenstein (Zumstein numbers)
Forerunner(1) ' Balzers ' , 2 line, with

date on cover - 640
(PK18) 'Tiresen ' , on postcard - 600

1-3y, mint NH, cert . - no bid (missed :)

72-9, Fine used (Vaduz) - 1100
104, NH, with cert .-3900
1-6 airpost, NH - 400
FRANCO 1, used (Balzers) on card, cert.

- 2900

Switzerland

77-79A, FDC on jubilee card - 1750
259-61, FDC, Lausanne cds - 340
262-74, FDC, 2 sets (Bern/Geneva)-4600
355-72, FOC on 3 covers - 480

OZ 41 (53 PJ booklet sheet) FO - 3600
144 pf .5, mLH - 1200
164 pf.1, used - 100

166A .9, mLH - 190
248 pf.1, mNH - 1650
253A .9, imperf ., mNH - 360, same u .180
368 pf .1, mNH - 1550
439A .9, mNH - 1150
PJ 55A .9, mNH -3800

Pro Patria 2A .10, mNH, sl. crease (cert)
- 1200 (cat . 9500)

Collection 68 Bundesfeier cards, 1910-
41 - 350

Collection 132 Stampday covers - 500

Collection 989 k-cancels on PTT sheet-
lets - 1300

K 94a cancel, 2 strikes on cover - 480
UNO 1-20, mNH - 900

Hotel Post, Kurort Stoos, u . on c .2200

Air 1, used, cert . - 2000
Air 1 + 2, mNH - 500

dito Schw. Flugpost 1.II .23 cds 2800

SG 32.1b, 'DO X', flight to Italy 3600

Rayon 15II, on cov., type 14, VF, cert.
- 1850

17IIe, type 35, &t. A2, on coy., VF,
cert . - 1650

19, T .2+1+2, on cov ., superb, cert . -
7200

Strubel 23A, used LA SAGNE lozenge c .,
VF, cert . - 1450

22B, used on cover, 4 marg ., cert . 200

23C, used, rare bisect 'CHIASSO' on cov.
- 8200

327 (13 of 2 Rp .) on paper corner, VF,
cert . - 2500

25G + 31 + 32, mixed franking cover, VF

-2500
78+29, on cov.'CAPOLAGO' (Ticino oval),

VF - 2400

John, this doesn't do justice to your
work . I ' ll be in touch asap . Thanks!
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